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ED QUICK QUIZ 
WHAT IS THE DIAGNOSIS? 

Background 

 

A 2 year old girl comes to Minors with her mummy and daddy at 7 p.m. They tell you that an 

hour previously, she ran across a wooden floor at her aunt's house and tripped over her own 

feet. She fell on to her outstretched hands and has since been holding her left arm close to 

her chest. She cried for ~10 seconds and has been happy ever since but will not allow anyone 

to touch her hand. They had given her calpol before bringing her to the ED. 

 

PMH 

Nil 

 

Medications & Allergies 

Nil regular and NKDA 

 

Developmental Milestones 

The parents have no concerns, they feel she is doing everything that would be expected of 

her for her age group. 

 

Vaccination History 

All vaccinations are up-to-date. 

 

Examination 

The child seems happy and she is playing with the toys as would be expected. She is pink, 

smiling and looks well with normal parental interactions. She is well-dressed and groomed. 

The child is holding her left hand in a tight fist and her left arm is held close to her chest. You 

ask if you may look at her ‘’pretty hand’’, but she smiles and is unwilling to allow you to 

perform an examination. You offer that she can have a 'big girl' certificate and sticker if she 

let you have a quick look...                                                                                                

QUESTIONS 

 

1. What is your management? 
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ANSWER & DISCUSSION 
 
1. Management 

 

You arrange for an X-ray of her hand. Unfortunately, she would not comply with such and only 

half of her hand is visualized on the film as she pulled-out from the screen while the image 

was being captured. From what you can see, no obvious fracture is demonstrated. The parents 

tell you when they opened her hand to try to facilitate the X-ray, they noticed she had a few 

small cuts on her palmar aspect. The patients father opens her hand for you again and you 

notice a 5mm laceration at the MCPJ of the ring finger and another at the DPJ of the same 

digit. No underlying structures are visualized and the hand is pink, with no visible blood loss. 

She becomes upset that her dad is opening her hand and begins to play-punch him with this 

hand! You determine that the likelihood of her having a fracture of her hand and/ or wrist is 

small but you could involve a senior, to provide a second opinion. You advise a washout with 

normal saline, calpol and ibuprofen and to be discharged home with worsening advice. You 

should document in the notes that you have no child protection concerns or suspicion that a 

Non-Accidental Injury has taken place. 

 

 
 


